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A multimodal approach to physical and virtual linguistic

landscapes across different spatial scales

Tuomo Hiippala & Tuomas Väisänen & Hanna-Mari Pienimäki

1 Introduction

The study of linguistic landscapes has established itself as a field with a strong interdisciplinary
orientation over the last decades. Originally defined as the study of languages and their visibil-
ity in public signs, linguistic landscapes are now studied across diverse disciplines ranging from
applied linguistics, sociolinguistics, language policy, geography, urban studies, semiotics and
multimodality research, to name just a few examples (for an overview, see Gorter 2013). The
interdisciplinary nature of the field is likely to have contributed to theoretical and methodologi-
cal development (Gorter & Cenoz 2017), which has led to a renewed understanding of linguistic
landscapes by, for example, extending their study from physical to virtual environments (Ivkovic
& Lotherington 2009). In this way, research on linguistic landscapes has added “to our knowl-
edge about societal multilingualism by focusing on language choices, hierarchies of languages,
regulations, and aspects of literacy” (Gorter 2013, 191).

In this chapter, we introduce a new method for studying linguistic landscapes and multilin-
gualism at various spatial scales by combining multiple sources of data, which we are currently
developing as a part of a project that seeks to describe the linguistic landscape of the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area in Finland. We discuss the study of linguistic landscapes in relation to recent
theories of multimodal communication, in order to better understand the communicative situ-
ations and media under analysis and their methodological requirements (Bateman et al. 2017),
which we also contrast with theories of physical and virtual spaces in human geography (Keller-
man 2016).

Against this background, we show how the combination of quantitative data from a population
register and social media platforms can provide a generic view of the linguistic landscape, and
how the richness and diversity of languages observed in these datasets may be quantified using
measurements developed in information sciences and ecology, as suggested in Peukert (2013). We
then apply spatial statistics to these measurements to identify research sites for ethnographic
fieldwork, which involves photographing the linguistic landscape and conducting on-site go-along
interviews. Finally, we illustrate how the data produced by ethnographic fieldwork can be related
to register and social media data using location information.

2 Defining the scope of linguistic landscape

Any study of linguistic landscapes must arguably decide what is being studied and where. The
first decision – what is being studied – is related to how the concept of linguistic landscape
is defined and what falls within its remit. The often quoted definition by Landry & Bourhis
(1997, 25), which states that “[t]he language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street
names, place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings combine
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to form the linguistic landscape of a given territory, region or urban agglomeration”, has been
frequently used to circumscribe the objects of analysis. According to Gorter (2019, 41–43),
however, this definition no longer adequately characterises the diversity of phenomena studied
under the umbrella of linguistic landscape studies, which now regularly takes on diverse linguistic
and semiotic phenomena across multiple spatial scales.

The definition of linguistic landscape has implications to methodology and data collection. If
the linguistic landscape is understood as the languages visible in public space – regardless of the
signs that carry them – then access to this data must be secured, for example, by photographing
the signs (Gorter 2019, 50). If, in turn, the researcher is concerned with how individuals expe-
rience and interact with the linguistic landscape, one may use videography to record interviews
or go-along walks, which adds a temporal dimension to the ‘visual’ data (Troyer & Szabó 2017).
In both cases, however, the ability to collect and analyse data on linguistic landscapes is largely
constrained by the resources available. A single researcher cannot survey an entire city, which
leads to the second decision: how to choose the research site?

Choosing the research site is the first step in studying the linguistic landscape of a given
location, which is naturally affected by the scale, scope and characteristics of the environment.
Urban environments are particularly challenging due to their sheer size and the fact that they are
“composed of a multiplicity of sub-populations and neighbourhoods representing a diversity of
linguistic, social, economic and/or ethnic backgrounds” (Hult 2014, 511). Because the linguistic
landscape varies from one location to another, the choice of research site will inevitably affect
the results. This view is shared by Blackwood (2015, 41), who argues that surveying public
signs across entire cities is simply unfeasible, but notes that technological advances may enable
this in the future. Hong (2020), for example, has recently shown how computer vision can be
used to locate signs in Google Street View images, which allows scaling up the volume of data
and extending the size of the research area. In many cases, however, researchers study linguistic
landscapes at specific locations, such as major public transportation hubs or pedestrian streets
with commercial real estate (Gorter 2019, 43–45).

Blackwood (2015, 41) argues that the choice of research site could be motivated better, partic-
ularly in quantitative analyses of linguistic landscapes. Recent research has argued for increased
attention to sampling (Soukup 2020) and the use of demographic data and geographic informa-
tion systems (Lu et al. 2022) for choosing research sites. Another alternative is provided by new
sources of data for language use, which are currently emerging at the intersection of research on
computer-mediated communication (CMC) and linguistic landscape studies (cf. Androutsopou-
los 2014). Whereas CMC studies private and public communication on social media platforms,
online discussion fora and other digital media, the field of linguistic landscape studies is predom-
inantly focused on languages in public space (Androutsopoulos 2014, 75). Public space, however,
is being rapidly transformed by digital technology, that is, the combination of both hardware and
software, which has been discussed extensively in human geography (see e.g. Dodge & Kitchin
2005, Zook & Graham 2007, Kellerman 2016).

Hiippala et al. (2019, 291–293) argue that previous conceptualisations of physical and vir-
tual spaces in human geography can also help understand the relationship between linguistic
landscapes across both spaces. One particularly useful notion is provided by Kellerman (2010),
who proposes that virtual spaces are now converging into their physical counterparts to form
an intertwined ‘double space’. According to Kellerman (2010, 2993), the relationship between
physical and virtual spaces may be characterised along the dimensions of organisation, movement
and users. Whereas the dimension of organisation is mainly concerned with the properties of
physical and virtual environments, the dimension of movement refers to mobilities within these
spaces, and the dimension of users describes the individuals who inhabit them.

Each dimension is characterised by more fine-grained distinctions between physical and virtual
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spaces. For organisation, these include, among others, matter, which contrasts the material and
tangible nature of physical space with the immaterial and intangible qualities of virtual space.
Further distinctions along movement and users include time and interaction, respectively, which
underline how physical space affords embodied interaction in real time, whereas virtual space
supports asynchronous interaction over distance (cf. Hiippala et al. 2019, 293). Given that all
forms of language use and communication examined within linguistic landscape studies take
place across physical and virtual spaces, understanding the formation of a ‘double space’ and
its characteristics becomes crucial. In what follows, we discuss communicative situations across
physical and virtual spaces from the perspective of multimodality theory.

3 A multimodal perspective to physical/virtual linguistic
landscapes

In terms of communication and interaction, the distinctions proposed by Kellerman (2010) may
be elaborated by drawing on theories of multimodal communication proposed in Bateman et al.
(2017). For example, Kellerman’s (2010, 2993) distinctions concerning matter (material/tangible
vs. immaterial/intangible), interaction (embodied vs. disembodied) and language (national –
domestic vs. mainly English – international) may all be considered in light of the concept of mate-
riality. This concept assumes that any communication must ultimately involve the manipulation
of some materiality to become perceptible, which applies equally to embodied face-to-face inter-
action and externalised communication using mass media (Bateman 2021a). Bateman (2021a,
41) proposes that the characteristics of materiality may be described along the dimensions of
temporality, space, participant roles and transience, that is, whether traces of manipulation on
some materiality remain observable as time progresses or not. These dimensions constrain what
kinds of communicative situations are supported by the materiality and determine which modes
of expression are available for making and exchanging meanings.

The dimensions of materiality proposed in Bateman (2021a) are intended as an ‘external
language of description’ for characterising communicative situations and artefacts before applying
any ‘theory-internal’ concepts to their analysis. As such, these dimensions are closer to the
definition of a sign provided by Backhaus (2007, 66), who defines one as “any piece of written
text within a spatially definable frame” and emphasises that the definition is physically instead
of “semantically” motivated. A description of some materiality along the dimensions introduced
in Bateman (2021a) may be enhanced by drawing on the concept of medium, which Bateman
et al. (2017, 123) define as “a historically stabilised site for the deployment and distribution of
some selection of semiotic modes for the achievement of varied communicative purposes.”

A medium emerges when a community of users begins to regularly manipulate some materi-
ality for specific communicative purposes, which causes these practises to stabilise and generate
expectations towards the patterns of production and consumption of said medium. The medium
of a printed tabloid newspaper may serve as a canonical example: when encountering a tabloid
newspaper, we can make assumptions about its content and which semiotic modes are used to
communicate this content to readers, because we know the broad purpose of this medium in
society. In multimodality research, these semiotic modes are generally understood as socially-
shared resources for making meaning (Kress 2014). Crucially, both media and semiotic modes
are always anchored to particular communities, which enables their use for communication.
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3.1 Communicative situations and media

Figure 1 exemplifies four communicative situations that can help understand the role of media in
physical and virtual spaces by applying the abstract schema proposed in Bateman et al. (2017,
87–88). In Figure 1, the sign producers and consumers stand for roles taken up by participants
in communicative situations, which are drawn from the entire pool of potential roles available
for sign producers and consumers within a community (e.g. speaker, designer, observer, . . . ).
The term ‘canvas’, in turn, refers to any materiality associated with a medium that may bear
traces of intentional manipulation that may be perceived and taken up in interpretation by sign
producers and consumers (Bateman et al. 2017, 89). These canvases can have different material
properties, which may be described along the dimensions proposed in Bateman (2021a).

Sign consumer Sign producer “Canvas” provided by a medium

Observing an 
external medium

Face-to-face 
interaction

Interaction with respect to 
a shared external medium

Interaction between agents 
embedded within a mediumA B C D

Figure 1: Examples of communicative situations in physical and virtual spaces

To begin with, situation A in Figure 1 shows a communicative situation in which a sign
producer manipulates a static and permanent canvas on some external medium, which may
be perceived by multiple observers. Examples of such communicative media in physical spaces
include street signs, advertising billboards, shop signs, stickers and graffiti, which have been
studied extensively in linguistic landscape studies (Gorter 2013). To what extent sign consumers
recognise these media and the communicative purposes they serve depends on their familiarity
with or membership in that particular community (cf. Scollon & Wong Scollon 2003). Whereas
‘transgressive’ media such as stickers or graffiti may be recognised by a wider community, these
media may serve more specific communicative purposes among smaller communities who actively
produce and consume them (Henricson 2020). For making and exchanging meanings, these media
may theoretically deploy any semiotic modes recognised within the community, provided that
they are supported by the underlying materiality (see e.g. Stroud & Mpendukana 2009).

Situation B, in turn, exemplifies everyday face-to-face interaction in physical space, in which
the participants take on the roles of both sign producers and consumers. In this case, the medium
manipulated by the participants is the body, whose materiality provides a bundle of dynamic and
fleeting canvases that allow drawing on coordinated combinations of spoken language, gestures,
posture and gaze, as commonly deployed in all forms of embodied interaction (Bateman et al.
2017, 342–343). In terms of language, face-to-face interaction in urban environments may also
involve diverse linguistic repertoires, which are not limited to local or national languages, but
are rather defined by the participants and their roles in the communicative situation at hand
(Pennycook & Otsuji 2014).

Next, situation C shows several participants interacting with respect to an external medium,
such as a social media platform, which allows them to take on the roles of both sign producers
and consumers. The design of the external medium, however, may constrain the properties of the
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canvases available to participants based on their roles. For example, video-sharing platforms such
as YouTube allow the creator to manipulate the ‘main’ canvas for audiovisual media, whereas
the observers can only view this canvas. To enable distanced interaction between the creator and
viewers, the platform provides another canvas – a comments section – that provides a different
set of semiotic modes to support asynchronous interaction. Again, the linguistic resources used in
these interactions may be extremely diverse and depend on participant roles in the communicative
situation (see e.g. Androutsopoulos 2015, Yao 2021).

Finally, situation D features a communicative situation in which the participants are embed-
ded within a dynamic and fleeting canvas on an external medium, as exemplified by embodied
agents interacting in a 3D virtual environment. By virtue of being embedded into the medium as
embodied agents, the participating sign producers and consumers can draw on embodied com-
munication just as in situation B, while simultaneously making use of semiotic modes available
on other canvases, such as text chats present on the interface to the medium, which bears resem-
blance to situation C (Jucker et al. 2018). In addition to communicative situations that unfold
within the medium, a human that controls an avatar in a virtual world must inevitably interact
with an interface to the virtual environment in some physical space, which illustrates how com-
municative situations and media become embedded within one another across the double space
(Bateman et al. 2017, 127).

3.2 Communicative media, space and linguistic landscapes

Returning to the definition of the double space, it should be acknowledged that the distinctions
proposed by Kellerman (2010, 2993) focus on differences between physical and virtual spaces.
However, the examples in Figure 1 show that communicative situations and media can exhibit
similar material characteristics regardless of whether they take place in physical or virtual space.
Furthermore, communicative situations and media can be embedded within one another and
span both physical and virtual spaces. As exemplified in Hiippala et al. (2019, 293), participants
engaged in face-to-face interaction at a given physical location can simultaneously interact with
other participants on social media platforms using mobile devices and positioning technology.
These technologies provide an infrastructure for communicative media, and particularly digital
media, which appear to be driving the convergence of physical and virtual spaces (cf. Hepp 2022).

Communicative media also carry the physical and virtual linguistic landscape, as any semiotic
mode that involves language use must inevitably participate in some medium (Bateman et al.
2017, 124). The material characteristics of these media also determine what kinds of methods are
needed to study their contribution to the linguistic landscape. Drawing again on the examples in
Figure 1, a researcher may photograph static and permanent physical media at a given location,
as commonly done in linguistic landscape studies (Gorter 2019), listen to dynamic and fleeting
face-to-face interactions overheard on the street (El Ayadi 2021) or record them on video to
recover the interactions for later analysis (Troyer & Szabó 2017). However, such observation-
based methods can only capture material traces of these communicative media and the languages
deployed in them that are directly observable. Understanding how individuals perceive such
media and the languages used on them, in turn, lies beyond observational methods and requires
the use of alternative ethnographic methods, such as interviews.

The aforementioned issues related to materiality and access to data apply equally to digital
media, which can do radically different things with the same underlying technological-physical
materiality (Bateman 2021b). One digital medium, such as a social media platform, may use the
materiality to set up multiple 2D canvases with different communicative affordances to support
interaction among users (Bateman et al. 2017, 363). Alternatively, another medium may use
the same materiality to realise a canvas with a 3D virtual environment for simulating embodied
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interaction (Jucker et al. 2018). Previous research has shown that these media can be effectively
studied using ethnographic methods (Androutsopoulos 2015), but digital media also differ in
terms of the extent to which they afford access to data.

3.3 Access to communicative media

Whereas some social media platforms allow retrieving user-generated content systematically from
the platform via an Application Programming Interface (API; see e.g. Hiippala et al. 2020, 15–16),
3D virtual environments rarely afford programmatic access that would allow recovering detailed
information about interactions on the platform, which results from their material properties.
Following Kellerman (2010, 2993), a virtual 3D model of a given location in physical space –
such as a ‘digital twin’ – may closely resemble the corresponding physical location in terms of
form. However, according to Jucker et al. (2018, 96), such spaces can also be ‘weakly structured’,
as they impose minimal constraints on the embodied interactions that may take place on the
dynamic and fleeting canvas provided by the virtual environment. Because such interactions
are construed dynamically, embodied communication in virtual spaces is just as challenging to
capture as embodied communication in physical space.

Social media platforms, in turn, set more constraints to user-generated content on the plat-
form, which also allows structuring the content (Eisenlauer 2014). Structured content can also be
distributed via an API, which can be enriched by metadata collected from the platform. Further-
more, the platforms often encourage their users to generate additional metadata, for example,
by associating their content with physical locations via the practice known as geotagging. By
geotagging content related to some physical location, a social media platform may establish a
stronger connection between virtual and physical space in terms of time and space via times-
tamps, coordinates and other metadata. However, the high volume of data available on social
media platforms requires the use of computational methods to support the analysis (Hiippala
et al. 2019).

The discussion above implies several needs for the study of linguistic landscapes across phys-
ical and virtual spaces. First, determining the communicative media that carry the linguistic
landscape; second, considering their material properties and how they affect access to data; and
thirdly, identifying appropriate methods for capturing and analysing this data. Given the wealth
of communicative media that may be relevant to the study of linguistic landscapes across the
double space, one must also consider how to combine information from various sources. In the
following section, we describe how we combine multiple sources of data to explore the physical
and virtual linguistic landscape of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in Finland.

4 Data and methods

4.1 Approaches to register and social media data

We draw on two sources of data to achieve a large-scale view of the languages used in the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area. The first dataset is the Population Information System, a longitudinal
register maintained by Statistics Finland that contains information on every individual that
resides in Finland either permanently or temporarily. The register is updated yearly and features
approximately 140 demographic variables for every individual, including information on self-
reported first language, family relations, education and income levels, and approximate home
location within a 250-metre grid. Combined with information on first language, home locations
allow using spatial methods to locate potentially interesting areas, such as grid cells with a high
number of unique languages. However, the first language of an individual – assigned upon entry
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to the register – does not necessarily reflect the languages used by the individual in everyday
life. As such, the register data provides ‘demolinguistic’ perspectives to languages present in
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (de Vries 1990, Extra 2010), which can be used to contextualise
observations of languages used in diverse communicative situations.

The second dataset consists of geotagged social media content from Twitter and Instagram.
This content is produced dynamically by users who participate in communicative situations
on these platforms. Section 3.3 noted that social media platforms often impose structure on
communicative situations, enrich the content with metadata and distribute it through an API.
The combination of social media content and spatiotemporal metadata allows interrogating both
language use and daily spatial mobilities, that is, how the users move about and when (Kellerman
2016). This information can be used to describe virtual linguistic landscapes associated with
given physical locations and how they change over shorter and longer timescales (Hiippala et al.
2019, 2020). Unlike the register data, however, social media content provides limited demographic
information on the users (cf. Sloan 2017). Furthermore, social media users do not necessarily
reside within the study area, but also include tourists and visitors, who actively shape the
linguistic landscape (Bruyèl-Olmedo & Juan-Garau 2015). In this way, social media content can
also provide insights on populations that are not covered by the register data.

We collect social media content programmatically through APIs. For Twitter, we collect the
data using a tool developed by Väisänen et al. (2021), whereas the Instagram data was collected
for an earlier study by Tenkanen (2017, 22). We use data from 2015, because we have full
datasets for both platforms for the entire year. Since 2018, access to APIs is increasingly limited
due to misuse, which prevents collecting up-to-date information (see e.g. Bruns 2019). Given
the high volume of social media data, we preprocess the data by removing non-human accounts
(e.g. bots) and cleaning up textual content (e.g. by removing emojis) as outlined in Hiippala
et al. (2019, 296). We then segment the textual content into orthographic sentences before using
automatic language detection to predict the language of each sentence. Finally, we aggregate the
observations for individual languages in both register and social media data into the same 250
by 250 metre grid. This allows us to contrast the individual-level register data with information
on daily mobilities and language use on social media.

4.2 Data-driven selection of research sites

The combination of register and social media data provides a broad view of the languages used
in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. To address the issue of selecting research sites in large and
diverse urban environments (cf. Blackwood 2015, 41), we apply measurements developed in the
fields of ecology and information sciences to quantify the richness and diversity of the languages
observed in each grid cell. These measures, which commonly describe the richness, evenness or
abundance of the observed entities, have been successfully used to measure the diversity of both
physical and virtual linguistic landscapes at various spatial scales (Peukert 2013, Hiippala et al.
2019, 2020).

More specifically, we use Simpson’s diversity and Shannon entropy to measure the linguistic
diversity of each grid cell located in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. Simpson’s diversity corre-
sponds to the probability that two randomly chosen samples belong to different languages. This
measure is sensitive to abundant languages, and its values range between 0 and 1. Shannon en-
tropy, in turn, describes the amount of information needed to describe the identities of languages
within a grid cell. Entropy is sensitive to both rare and abundant languages, and ranges from 0
(only one language present) to high values that represent higher diversity, but rarely exceeds 4.

After calculating values for Simpson’s diversity and Shannon entropy for each grid cell, we use
bivariate local Moran’s I, a measure of spatial autocorrelation, to evaluate whether clusters of grid
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cells with high values for both measures occur randomly or not. Spatial autocorrelation refers to
the way similar phenomena tend to cluster in space. We use Moran’s I to identify statistically
significant (p < 0.001) clusters of grid cells that have high values for both Simpson’s diversity
and Shannon entropy. We perform the same analysis for both register and social media data, and
use the temporal metadata available for social media content to assess whether both diversity
measures remain high throughout the day, which would suggest consistent human activity in the
grid cell. Finally, we perform an overlay analysis to compare to what extent the observations for
register and social media data overlap each other.

Register	data

Cell	with	high
linguistic	diversity

Social	media	data
Temporal	presence	of	cells
with	high	linguistic	diversity

High

Moderate

Low

Figure 2: A map of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area with statistically significant clusters of grid
cells with high linguistic diversity for both register and social media data. For social media data,
temporal presence indicates whether a cell remains linguistically diverse over different times of
day. Each day is divided into five temporal categories: morning (06:00–10:00), noon (10:00–
14:00), afternoon (14:00–18:00), evening (18:00–22:00) and night (22:00–06:00). Cells with high
temporal presence remain highly diverse over four to five times a day, moderate three times and
low once or twice.

We use both diversity measurements and local knowledge to select three research sites for
ethnographic fieldwork, which are highlighted in Figure 2. The first site, Aleksanterinkatu, is a
culturally significant major street and a touristic landmark in downtown Helsinki, which attracts
both locals and tourists. As such, the location resembles a typical site in linguistic landscape
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studies (Gorter 2019, 43–45). Based on observations from social media data, the street remains
linguistically diverse throughout the day, but is not diverse according to the register data. The
next site, Kauppakartanonkatu, is a suburban street positioned close to several shopping centres,
of which one specialises primarily in ethnic retail. Although this location is linguistically diverse
according to both register and social media data, the diversity measures for social media data
do not remain high throughout the day. The third site, Pihlajamäki, is a suburban residential
neighbourhood with a local shopping centre, is linguistically diverse according to both register
and social media data, and the diversity values remain high throughout the day.

4.3 Documenting the linguistic landscape

We perform ethnographic fieldwork at each site selected on the basis of register and social media
data. To connect the spatial and ethnographic methods, we record all observations made during
ethnographic fieldwork using a GoPro Hero 8 camera, which uses GPS to track its location. As
Larsson et al. (2021) have shown, location information provided by GPS can be reliably mapped
to temporal interview data, which allows linking observable behaviour and place narratives to
particular moments in space and time. In this way, location information allows us to bridge
descriptions of physical and virtual linguistic landscapes, which are produced by spatial, compu-
tational and ethnographic methods. This arguably produces a more comprehensive description
of the languages used across the double space.

We begin the fieldwork by photographing physical media at each research site to document
the languages used and to familiarise ourselves with the place. As Shohamy (2018, 25) notes,
visible displays of language have “functional and/or symbolic purposes” that provide a sense of
the status of languages in a given place. Documenting the languages present in physical media
serves as a way of making sense of the linguistic diversity at the location, that is, which languages
are used and for what purposes (Stroud & Jegels 2014). Figure 3 shows photographs of physical
media taken at Kauppakartanonkatu, whose location has been recorded using the GPS tracker
of the GoPro Hero 8 camera.

Figure 3: Examples of physical media at Kauppakartanonkatu. The dots in the map indicate
where each photograph was taken.

In addition to photography, reflections about the overall atmosphere of the location are
recorded into fieldwork notes and diaries to allow comparing observations across research sites.
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Discrepancies in the way languages are visible or audible are recorded, particularly in relation
to observations made using register or social media data. The field notes and diary entries are
also used to identify potential ‘entry points’ for recruiting participants for go-along interviews,
that is, places or activities where people are not constantly on the move, stand still to take
photographs of tourist attractions or sit down to have coffee outside a kiosk.

4.4 Go-along interviews

We use these locations as ‘go-to spots’ for recruiting participants for go-along interviews at
all research sites, which are recorded on video and tracked using GPS. During these go-along
interviews, we accompany the interviewees on their outings in their neighbourhood or other
locations familiar to them (Carpiano 2009, Kusenbach 2003). These semi-structured interviews
are typically conducted while the participants were carrying out their errands, e.g. walking home
from their children’s daycare or the grocery store. These interviews can reveal individual place
narratives, which enables us to understand how individuals perceive the linguistic landscape at
the location (Stroud & Jegels 2014). Figure 4 illustrates the routes for several go-along interviews
in Pihlajamäki.

Figure 4: Tracking go-along interviews in Pihlajamäki. The map on the right highlights tracks
for two interviews and illustrates the video recordings using screen captures.

Participants are informed of the purpose of the research and asked to orally consent for
the study on record. To comply with GDPR, we minimise the collection of personal data by
positioning the camera angle downwards to avoid capturing interviewees or by-passers’ faces.
The video recordings at times capture personal data from by-passers (video image and voice)
whom we were not able to inform of the purposes of the research or ask for their consent. Before
commencing data collection, the project carried out an impact assessment in collaboration with
university lawyers, who concluded that the collection of unknowing participants’ personal data
is unavoidable, but does not pose major risks to by-passers as the documentation occurs in a
public place.

We inform the knowingly participating informants about the processing of personal data by
providing a business card that contains address of the project website1, which includes informa-
tion on the project and describes how we process personal data. The duration of the interviews

1https://www.mv.helsinki.fi/home/thiippal/maphel/index.html
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ranges from five to 30 minutes. We ask the participants about the purpose of their walk: where
they are coming from and where they are going, as well as their general perceptions of the place.
Some participants are locals to the area, whereas others are visiting the place or passing by. We
do not restrict participation to locals, and if the interviewees live elsewhere, we ask them about
their experiences as visitors to the location. Participants are asked to talk about the languages
they see or hear in the place, as well as the languages they themselves use in the area.

We also ask the participants if there are places within the neighbourhood or certain activities
or practices where people of different backgrounds come together and where they had encountered
(seen or heard) different languages. The purpose of the go-alongs is to gain a sense of participants
everyday understanding of multilingualism, as well as document their perceptions of where and
how linguistic diversity is manifested in the area. Developing such an understanding requires the
researcher to participate in the mundane everyday experiences of others, as exemplified by the
following entry from the research diary after the first day of go-along interviews in Pihlajamäki.

Today I was in Pihlajamäki. At first it was difficult to get anyone to agree to partic-
ipate in an interview, probably because people were on their morning errands, so I
headed to the local kiosk outside of which I had struck an informal conversation with
one elderly man on one of my earlier visits to Pihlajamäki. I did not find the same
man, but instead another older man who agreed to take part in the study. The man
described Pihlajamäki as multicultural place; he had neighbours from Estonia and
Russia, he suspected the construction workers renovating his apartment were from
Poland or Ukraine, and one of his barber’s employees was from Bosnia. Interestingly,
despite the multicultural backgrounds, according to the man most people in Pihla-
jamäki were able to speak Finnish, be they employees in the local shops or passers-by
on the streets asking for directions. At one point he pointed to the local healthcare
station which was just across the street and noted that it was the only place in which
he had had difficulties in handling his affairs in his first language because some of
“the nurses and doctors” could “just barely” communicate in Finnish.

This entry shows how go-along interviews provide information on participants’ personal en-
counters with local multilingualism, and can be used to elicit local place narratives, that is,
stories of how place, people and practices are combined to create a place (Stroud & Jegels 2014).
In addition, they capture how people position themselves in relation to linguistic and cultural
diversity, and how they react to both questions related to these themes or happenings that take
place as the interview unfolds. While such place narratives may be studied e.g. by analysing
social media content, eliciting these kinds of nuanced, dynamic, and materially and socially con-
textualised accounts requires ethnomethodological and phenomenological perspectives (Carpiano
2009). In this way, the go-along interviews allow gathering information on transient communica-
tive situations that cannot be accessed through non-participatory and observation-based methods
(cf. Section 3.1).

In addition, go-along interviews enable participating in ‘patterns of movement’, allowing the
ethnographer to record the constant flow of people, things and places (Sheller & Urry 2006,
217). Furthermore, as Carpiano (2009) notes, go-along interviews complemented by location
information, such as that provided by a GPS tracker, can be used to combine qualitative de-
scriptions of spaces with quantitative spatial data. Combining quantitative spatial data with
qualitative perceptions of place produces new information on what multilingualism means in
different locations, how languages are enacted, represented and valued, and how these qualia
manifest spatially. This also enables exploring how the social and the physical interact and
interweave to affect one another (Steinberg & Steinberg 2006).
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The previous entry from the research diary also demonstrates how people construe their own
personal perceptions of place, but can also invoke discourses of place that are prompted by the
material environment, which might not be brought up in a sit-down interview away from the
research site (Pink 2007, Carpiano 2009, El Ayadi 2021). By conducting the interview ‘out there’
on the streets, the phenomena being talked about come to life as others join the conversation,
interviewees point to things or groups of people whose presence steers the conversation in a
particular direction and tell narratives of events that have taken place in the vicinity. As Pink
(2007, 243) observes, ‘walking with’ people provides the ethnographer a way to ‘join in’ another
person’s experience of a place or activity, and to understand their ‘sense of place’ through their
own embodiment.

Some participants are also asked to participate in longer go-along interviews, in which they
take the researcher on a tour of personally meaningful places, that is, to visit, spend time in and
talk about personally significant places. The following extract from the research diary describes
how the ad hoc go-along interviews informed what kind of participants to recruit for the longer
go-along interviews.

I found my next interviewee from the north side of the shopping centre where the
woman sat on her rollator walker and held her phone on her hand. She was on her
way to community service organised in the ground floor of one of the apartment
buildings about a 100 metres away, so I asked her if I could join her as she walked to
the house. She actively volunteers in various kinds of activities in the area and meets
local people through these activities. She lives in Pukinmäki, a city quarter located
nearby, but had lived in Pihlajamäki before and still continuously visits this place to
spend time here. She herself announced she’s “always here”. I asked the woman to
partake in the later phase interviews and inquired whether I could join her on one
of her visits to the community service and try to recruit informants from there. It
might be easier to get people to participate if they see me with someone they know.

Spending longer periods of time with selected participants in their chosen locales allows
exploring personally meaningful places. This allows us to gain a sense of how there places have
come to bear significance to the participants, how they engage with the environment during the
go-along and what aspects of the place draw them to repeatedly visit the place. Participants
are prompted to talk about the activities that can be carried out in the places, the people who
one can typically encounter there as well as the ways in which languages become part of the
places and activities. Drawing on Pink (2007, 245), places as well as routes that lead to them
are understood as ‘events’ that bring together “things, persons, social encounters experiences,
discourses, reflections and more” in a personally meaningful way. The longer go-along interviews
enable us to document how people engage with linguistic diversity, where they meet others and
how they interact with them, and how the materiality of physical space, as well as the technologies
available for participants in these encounters, interact with each other.

Our preliminary findings suggest that people are highly aware of linguistic diversity, but
the discourses around diversity and the role of languages varies between locations. In Aleksan-
terinkatu, for example, English is highly prevalent in visual media and its usage in interaction is
seen as a ‘natural’ part of the linguistic landscape. In other locations, Finnish is used for most
interactions between speakers who do not share a first language, and the role of Finnish as the
local lingua franca is also reflected in the linguistic landscape. Languages also play a part in
accessibility, but not necessarily in ways that are documentable by photographing visible media.
The interviews revealed, for example, that some of the housing cooperatives distribute informa-
tion in more than one language to ease participation, or that shopping centres use announcements
in Russian to attract Russian customers. For the most part, the participants were mostly aware
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of linguistic diversity through other people who share the same spaces. These encounters with
others, which may be characterised as strongly affective, shape the ways in which languages in
place are experienced, valorized and talked about (Pienimäki et al. 2022).

5 Discussion and challenges

We have illustrated how population register data may be combined with large volumes of social
media data to select research sites for ethnographic fieldwork, in order to describe the linguistic
landscape of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area at multiple spatial scales. As Extra & Barni (2008,
4), note the study of multilingualism in multicultural contexts requires multidisciplinarity and
applying complementary methods to data collection. Making the most of this complementarity,
however, requires a common foundation that allows combining the data produced by different
methods: in our case, this foundation is provided by location information. By enriching the
data produced during ethnographic fieldwork with location information, we can interrogate,
for example, whether themes raised by informants during go-along interviews (e.g. affective
responses to certain languages) also emerge on discussions in social media geotagged at the same
physical space. If this is indeed the case, we can examine whether similar themes emerge on
social media in other areas with similar demolinguistic characteristics.

It is also useful to contrast the features of social media content and the population register as
sources of data (Väisänen et al. 2022). In essence, social media content is generated in commu-
nicative situations that take place on the platforms. These situations may range, for example,
from reporting subjective experiences to participating in multi-party dialogue, which also affects
the roles that the users take on (Bateman et al. 2017, 359–361). However, communicative sit-
uations and participant roles cannot be detected automatically, which prevents extracting this
kind of detailed information from high volumes of social media data. Languages, however, may
be detected automatically, and this is also where the register data becomes useful for contex-
tualising social media data. Although the register itself does not include any information on
communicative situations, it provides valuable information on individuals who may potentially
participate in communicative situations at given locations, regardless of whether these situations
take place in physical or virtual space.

That being said, describing the breadth of communicative situations and media that realise
the linguistic landscape across the double space may benefit from applying theories of multi-
modality (Bateman et al. 2017). Although we do not present full-blown multimodal analyses for
the data described above, the concept of materiality introduced in Section 3 could be used to
describe and categorise the physical media observed in the physical linguistic landscape, and to
analyse the semiotic modes deployed in them. Such analyses could potentially reveal variation
in communicative practices among communities who may draw on similar media (cf. e.g. the
activist stickers studied in Henricson 2020). Multimodality theory can also help pull apart the
communicative situations and media that are often embedded within another. This is arguably
needed for understanding communicative situations across the double space (cf. Kellerman 2010),
and the nature of the ‘semiotic landscape’ more generally (cf. Jaworski & Thurlow 2010).

In terms of methodology, the use of complementary methods allows collecting information
on communicative situations and media that remain outside the reach of individual methods. In
particular, the go-along interviews provide information on how multilingualism is perceived in
different communicative situations such as face-to-face interactions, which might not be directly
available for observation due to their transient nature. Furthermore, the interviews allow col-
lecting subjective experiences of the linguistic landscape and multilingualism. For example, in
the first extract from the fieldwork diary in Section 4.4, the informant states that most residents
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of Pihlajamäki can communicate in Finnish in casual everyday conversations, but reports on
different experiences in patient–healthcare provider interactions at the local healthcare centre.
This illustrates how the role of multilingualism may vary from one communicative situation to
another, depending on the roles taken on by the participants (cf. Section 3.1).

As noted above, the application of multiple methods requires a common foundation, which
in our case is provided by location information. However, producing spatial metadata for the
results of ethnographic fieldwork – both photography and go-along interviews – is not always
seamless. The GoPro Hero 8 camera tracks its location via satellite connection, and GPS signal
quality, which determines the accuracy of spatial information, can be affected by material objects
positioned between the device and the satellite, such as clouds or tall buildings. Establishing a
connection to a satellite can take several minutes, and the connection may be lost when entering
indoor spaces or tunnels during go-along interviews. A bad satellite connection may result in
incorrect coordinates for photographs or sudden jumps when tracking movements in space.

Another challenge, which is more directly related to go-along interviews, involves difficulties
in recruiting informants from the streets. When remaining on the move, individuals are not
always keen to participate in interviews. However, as noted in Section 4.4, identifying locations
where individuals remain relatively still has proven a more successful method for recruiting
informants. It is also notably easier to recruit informants with a similar ethnic background and
language resources as the researcher, namely white, female and able to speak Finnish or English.
In particular, recruiting older informants with a migrant background has proven particularly
difficult. To address this issue, we conducted fieldwork at different times of the day and during
weekends. People who spent time at these locations outside working hours proved more likely to
participate in interviews.

The go-along interviews are time-consuming and require interviewing skills. Then again, doc-
umenting experiences and people’s interaction in and with space requires participatory methods.
Carpiano (2009) notes that go-along interviews, similarly to more extensive ethnographic engage-
ment with locations and people, can combine phenomenological perspectives with ethnomethod-
ological understanding to create a holistic account of the studied phenomenon. Kusenbach (2003)
notes that the value of go-along interview is to get people talking while engaging in ‘natural’
activities, thus opening opportunities for both studying their interaction with space as well as
the meanings they assign to it. Kusenbach (2003) argues that go-alongs are a hybrid of partici-
pant observation and interviewing, a modest version of more extensive ethnographical ‘hanging
out’ with participants in various kinds of social situations. As such, go-along interviews offer
a way to document aspects of the linguistic landscape that cannot be captured by solely using
non-participatory methods, in a manner that requires less resources and time than traditional
ethnography.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we outlined a method for studying linguistic landscapes across various spatial
scales. Focusing on the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, we showed how the combination of quanti-
tative data from population register and social media platforms could be used to select research
sites for ethnographic fieldwork. We also illustrated how this combination methods affords access
to languages used in diverse communicative situations, while also showing how the data collected
using different methods may be connected using location information. Our initial results suggest
that combining multiple methods and data is needed for understanding the linguistic landscape
across both physical and virtual spaces, as the observations made across both spaces help to
contextualise each other.
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